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FOREWORD 
The “words & images” genre I have selected as a method to inform on my creative process in ‘imaging making’ was 
promoted by the fact that I live in two distinct cultures, Mexico and the United States. It has been rewarding and 
challenging. This e-art book catalog displays the many series of paintings I have created in Mexico from 1989-2009. 
 
Artists have a voice, yet they often refrain from expressing how their art was created: what it meant to them in the doing. 
They say: I do the images, but it’s up to you to express what it means. But, this is an age when communication using both 
sides of the brain may be more advantageous and might assist us better than casting aside one side, favoring only the 
other.  
 
Electronic publishing is an increasingly an important medium in which books may be transmitted and read. As a visual 
artist by choice and dedication I have selected to communicate my twenty-year artistic residency in Mexico thru electronic 
publishing. “ Mexican Years: 1989-2009” is free; “words & images” are richly shown in high-resolution. My ten (10) e-art 
books are displayed in this “catalog.” How to obtain them as a read only book, or for you to read and print is detailed in “ 
México Years: About E-art Books.” Synopses and reviews of the e-art books are provided. 
 
Roland Salazar Rose, Mexico 2009 
 

Roland Salazar
Nota adhesiva
You may leave your comments on these e-art books on the e-mail links provided here and on other pages.Thanks,Roland

mailto:myfathersroom@yahoo.com
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How to use this E-art Book Catalog 
 
This free e-art book Mexico Years: 1989-2009 is best 
understood as a catalog with ten (10) of the e-art books 
illustrated by author/artist Roland Salazar Rose. The 
cover photo of each book is shown along with a brief 
description and/or review of the book. This provides a 
glimpse of the “body of work” the author/artist has 
created in Mexico.  To read any book described in this 
catalog as a PDF file® you need to purchase the book 
from the publisher ramblin/rose publications. 
 
You may not be sure the book you select is what you 
want or worth the money: and what about the quality 
provided? We guarantee ours!  
 
The cover image of each e-art book shown on the 
following page(s) provides a sample of the book’s 
contents. If you are satisfied that the book you select is 
right for you and worth the price; you place your order on 
the secure server; and after your payment is processed, 
you download the book you want to read. You access 
your book and read at your leisure. Books may not be 
printed unless you purchase the read & print version; and 
they are for your personal use only, please!  
 
The cover image enables a sample of the “words & 
images” found in that book!  Please feel free to look at 
any and all these books. This way you get a better idea 
of the content that you get when you purchase the book.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sample books in the following section: 
“About E-art Books” 

 

 ramblin/rose publications  
 
 

 

RETAIL ART BOOKS ARE $32.95 & UP 
Read on-line $4.99 or Read & Print $14.95 
Save: up to $23 on every book you order 

Purchase three (3) books & you get one additional e-art 

book free; purchase five (5) e-art books and the 

publisher sends you a full color, author/artist signed, 

limited edition copy of one of the books you already 

purchased. You do not have to order three or five at the 

same time; offer applies as long as book is in print and 

you are the original purchaser of the books. 

                              Ramblin/rose publications Offer 2009 

Roland Salazar
Nota adhesiva
On the link on this page you can read the Privacy Policy statement of the Publisher.Any questions, please e-mail.Thanks,Roland

http://www.salazargallery.com/privacy.html
JoRgE
Go Back to page 20

JoRgE
Nota adhesiva
Marked definida por JoRgE
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Casa at Sunset © Salazar 2009 
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About E-art Books 
 

 

 
Casa Blanca is the name of my home in San Miguel de 
Allende, México. A previous owner of the condominium 
named it so: the family name is Whitehouse; it was built 
in 1979. It has been my Mexican part-time residence and 
artist’s studio/gallery space since 1989. In 2006 my 
spouse filed for divorce and I have been here full-time 
since then.  
 
Casa Blanca was my father’s home. I had brought him to 
San Miguel from our house in Maine as a place for him to 
receive needed care—almost ninety when living with us 
in Maine—aging care in the USA is poor and expensive, 
certainly beyond his ability to pay. Furthermore, I was in 
no position to pay anything and it was not my spouse’s 
responsibility. 
 
 

 “Reggie”:  Series Dia de Los Muertos 

  
Cover for My Father’s Room 

      
I wrote a memoir (2007) during the legal wrangling: My 
Father’s Room with The Four Seasons of the Master 
Myth. It begins with my reflections on my relationship with 
my father and unfolds the saga of my life, describing how 
I came to move from my home in Maine, to live in my 
father’s room in San Miguel de Allende, Mexico. 
Americans are seeking their “place,” a phenomenon 
significantly heightened in this post 9/11 era. We seek a 
“sacred place,” the place that Joseph Campbell writes of 

http://www.internetsanmiguel.com/
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so eloquently, where we can be more human. In My 
Father’s Room I ruminate on my present dilemma and 
develop possible resolutions for myself. My father never 
spoke to me of our family’s past, of much at all; he never 
left a written guidance about his aging; furthermore our 
failure to communicate precluded any understanding 
between us. He left only one written commentary in his 
billfold that I uncovered when I was going thru his 
personal belongings: “The primary effect of the aging 
process is basically a deprivation of one’s human 
dignity.”  
 
Part one of My Father’s Room expresses what shaped 
and influenced my work as a visual artist, my failed 
relationship with my father and my pending divorce. 
Throughout the memoir I explore my development as an 
artist who returns to his passion in his elder years, finding 
that “sacred place.” I write of reaffirming my artistic 
abilities in a burst of creative work. Part two regresses to 
my earlier painting days in Europe and my first marriage, 
mundane jobs and my family life with four children. In 
addition to the monolog and dialogue in Part two, the 
book is accompanied by a DVD with voice over and 
display images from the 1,000 paintings in my series The 
Four Seasons of the Master Myth.  
 
Done with the memoir, for the time being, I went to my 
easel and worked on the bad flavor left by the divorce 
and weeding out of my life the idea of who is right or 
wrong. My first effort was a series of 4X6 inch works on 
Ingress paper, sixteen in all. I gave each image a title  

If Only…and added a tag line; for example: 
 If Only…You could see me. When done with these I 
found I needed another step in the image making 
process and that became possible when I asked and 
received approval from friend and poet, Bill Pearlman, to 
write quatrains for the images:  
     

  If Only…You Could See Me 

  
I'd shine like the midday sun! 
I'd slide from light to more light, 
Charismatic as the brightest star 
Appearing in sudden dream! 

Bill Pearlman 

http://www.salazargallery.com/eartpdf/My%20Father's%20Room%20Synopsis%20Oct%208%2009%20rev%20Oct%2030.pdf
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Next to do was to format and provide for a print of the 
book If Only… Also needed was to obtain computer 
support locally and to design how it is to load on my 
Website; authorize download while restricting printing, 
receiving payment should you want to purchase the e-art 
book or buy the full color printed version from Mexico. 
Much to do! 
      
My Webmaster at this time, David Buck, resolved 
technical questions and Bill Pearlman and I tested public 
appreciation of the images and poems by hosting a talk 
and slide show at the Biblioteca.  Also, I placed the book 
for sale at the local bookstores. I didn’t expect that it 
would sell more than a few copies as art books and 
poetry are hardly in demand. I monitored the number of 
e-books that were authentic downloads on my Website 
and I sought Websites that showed books that are 
suitable venues for my e-art books.  I wasn’t searching 
for every e-book site on the Internet—there are hundreds 
available. I sought only well-matched sites that dealt with 
art. I chose to have my e-art books free at first to see 
what kind of a response I might receive switching later to 
charge for them. My initial idea was to get the word out 
about my art done in Mexico as “words & images.” 
 

 
SAMPLE this Book’s “Words & Images” CLICK here 
CLICK here: Synopsis, Review & Order Form of Book 
 

I was on my way to do electronic books (e-art books): 
documenting my images and my thoughts on these and 
the reasons I painted in series during my twenty-year 
artistic residency at Casa Blanca. The idea seemed 
simple enough. Gather the images and words and 
publish a book; format the book for Web use: expressing 
my personal views and, when appropriate, the conditions 
surrounding the work itself; also to articulate my 
impressions of the land, people and the culture as a 
gringo artist painting in Mexico. I already was ahead of 
the idea as I displayed images and explanations of the 
images on my Website in Gallery Rooms: the Maine 

http://roughroadreview.com/blogs/blog1.php?disp=comments
http://wwwgetfreebooks.com
http://www.salazargallery.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/If-Only-Excerpt-Roland-Salazar.pdf
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Years and the Mexico Years. All that was needed was to 
review the text and images next and make the necessary 
corrections and additions: the whole story by word & 
image of the paintings could then be told. It seemed easy 
but it turned out to take much more time and energy than 
I anticipated. What was required was to establish that the 
e-art books were professional; this meant quality books 
and a publishing business. 
 
With If Only… printed, launched locally and available on 
the Internet, I began the second book in the e-art book 
series: Mexican Vibrations: Vibraciones Méxicanas. This 
was easier to produce as I decided that this book was to 
concentrate on landscapes I did in Mexico. There are 
hundreds of these; I considered necessary only the ones 
that I wanted to show: a brief Intro on the subject was all 
that was required for the final book. The images, while 
heralding the Mexican landscape, nevertheless do not 
signal it out. Instead the Mexican Vibrations series are a 
totally new way to examine Mexico, the land and its 
people, recognizing how difficult it is to place a positive 
perspective artistically on a churning Mexican landscape.  
It is as Carols Fuentes said in his Introduction to the 
photography journal, Mexico: A Higher Vision: 
“Everything in Mexico vibrates simultaneously, perhaps 
because the clouds constantly soften the harshness of 
the imperious Mexican elements, so none truly triumphs 
over the other.” 
 
Next step was to print a limited edition of the book and to 
set up the book on my Website: www.salazargallery.com  

 
 
 
 
 

 
SAMPLE this Book’s “Words & Images” CLICK here 
CLICK here: Synopsis, Review & Order Form of Book 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.achievement.org/autodoc/page/fue0bio-1
http://www.salazargallery.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/Vibraciones-Mexicanas-Excerpt-Roland-Salazar.pdf
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I was on a roll! I began the next e-art book: Twenty: A 
Magical Number; this book displays two series: 
Tonalpohalli: The Count of Fate and Convergence: 2002. 
 

 
SAMPLE this Book’s “Words & Images” CLICK here 
CLICK here: Synopsis, Review & Order Form of Book 
 
Tonalpohalli: The Count of Fate and Convergence 2002 
refer to “twenty.” Twenty is a magical number in Mexico, 
as are seven, thirteen and fifty-two. They relate to a 
system of distinct calendars and almanacs used during 
the Maya civilization in pre-Columbian Mesoamerica. The 
Maya calendar system dates back to the 6th century BCE. 
The calendars speak about other Mesoamerica 

civilizations as well: Zapotec, Olmec and later Mixtec and 
Aztec calendars. The calendar did not originate with the  
Maya, but as a more sophisticated early civilization in 
Mesoamerica they refined it significantly. The Olmec left 
no written documents.  Twenty A Magical Number was 
my best book effort to date. It had more content than 
Mexican Vibration. And, If Only… although well done, 
was directed more at what was personally happening to 
me in life than a designated series of art that I expected 
to show in a gallery setting. 
 

                        
 
 

htttp://ancienthistory.about.com/od/americamyth/a/aztecgods.htm
http://mnsu.edu/emuseum/prehistory/latinamerica/meso/cultures/olmec.html
http://www.salazargallery.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/Twenty-A-Magical-Number-Excerpt-Roland-Salazar.pdf
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I then turned my attention to two series of paintings, one 
completed in 2002 entitled Estrangement and the other 
created around an occurrence at Casa Blanca that I 
thought deserved artistic emphasis and possibly poetic 
treatment. This event enabled me to create twelve 
images, entitled Once Again…Alone. Bill Pearlman’s lady 
acquaintance was visiting San Miguel and she needed a 
place to stay. She rented a room from me and was a 
pleasant houseguest. She only stayed for around 14 
days and during that time I once again experienced what 
it was like to have someone occupy space and create a 
presence in my life.  
 
I created the twelve images after she left and called them 
Once Again…Alone. Each image named after a month of 
the year; they are all vertical 4 X 6 inches on Stonehenge 
paper, mixed media and are head images. Bill did the 
quatrains for each image and this series accompanies 
the Estrangement Series in the book Mexican Secrets. 
 
 

                                                                

 

 
SAMPLE this Book’s “Words & Images” CLICK here 
CLICK here: Synopsis, Review & Order Form of Book 

 

 
Soft you now, pale invention, 
 Turn my serenity inward, 
 Give my turn another edge, 
 Completely reliant on your form 

 
Bill Pearlman 

 

http://www.salazargallery.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/Mexican-Secrets-Excerpt-Roland-Salazar.pdf
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My next book Aztec Deities was easier to produce. It has 
two series of paintings on the subject of Aztec Deities. 
The first with eleven images and text that briefly 
describes the named god paintings are on Stonehenge 
paper about 9 X 12 inches, all vertical. After this series 
are another eleven paintings, also on paper but these are 
50 X 25 inches. Why did I do the Aztec Deities Series 
when obviously I could never present a true appreciation 
of the majesty of this time in history? I didn’t research the 
mythology on the God Tonatiuh, which translates as “He 
Who Makes the Day” and use this as a basis for the 
painting. I let my imagination take hold and this guided 
me to represent the gods. Clearly this work represents 
contemporary “gringo” artist’s understanding and view of 
a period in history when gods & goddesses abounded 
and when a vast military and civil society was destroyed 
for conquest: for gold and in the name of church and 
state.  
As for me, I did not seek out the gods and goddess; they 
came to me. 

 

 
SAMPLE this Book’s “Words & Images” CLICK here 
CLICK here: Synopsis, Review & Order Form of Book 

http://www.hsp-aztec.com/aztec_calendar_fully_explained.htm
http://www.salazargallery.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/Aztec-Deities-Excerpt-Roland-Salazar.pdf
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My next book is entitled The Chaos Trilogy: Illustrated by 
three painting series: “The Eight Forces in Chaos; 
Strange Attractors in Chaos and Eyeless in Gaza.” Cheri 
Long, reviewed the book and images and commented as 
follows: 
 
“Once in a long decade or two, an artist emerges with 
something to say which we need to hear at this very 
moment.”   
_______________ 
 

 
SAMPLE this Book’s “Words & Images” CLICK here 
CLICK here: Synopsis, Review & Order Form of Book 
 
 

My next book is: Chapapote: A Mexican Elixir 
 

  
SAMPLE this Book’s “Words & Images” CLICK here 
CLICK here: Synopsis, Review & Order Form of Book  

 
 

I think I have exposed what attributes chapapote has as 
a painting medium on paper and hardboard and 
displayed some suitable examples in this book. I am now 
considering moving on. It has been fun and a challenge 
to engage with a material that seemed to have no artistic 
value whatsoever. In fact, most artists cringe when I say I 
am using tar in my paintings. That is not to say that there 
has never been anyone who hasn’t employed tar as a 
medium. If I go on further in my paintings with chapapote 
it will be to continue to call attention to it as petro- 

mailto:rsr@salazargallery.com
http://www.salazargallery.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/The-Chaos-Trilogy-Excerpt-Roland-Salazar.pdf
http://www.salazargallery.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/Chapopote-Excerpt-Roland-Salazar.pdf
http://www.imho.com/grae/chaos/chaos.html
http://www.google.com/search?h1=en&q=gaza+city&q=9&q=gaza+&aqi=g-e5g5
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chemical and to our addiction to oil and the tragedy of the 
addiction and how it contributes to worldwide pollution: a 
threat to life on “spaceship earth.” 
 
All my life I always looked at the sky and would remark, 
what a beautiful blue it was. I never knew that it isn’t blue 
at all, but violet; as humans we can’t see violet as a color 
and we see it as blue. Maybe I see chapapote as not 
black, in the same way as I see the sky as blue.  
 
“No other artist in Mexico, to my knowledge, has created a 
body of work using chapapote as impressive as Salazar or has 
established it as a medium worthy of consideration.” 

 
Guillermo Zajarias W. CEO, Aura Galerías, México, D.F 

 

Compelling Visions 
 

 © Salazar 2000 

The title for this book Compelling Visions and the similar 
title for the series of paintings shown in this book are both 
due to a “compelling,” need on my part to provide public 
scrutiny, comment, and hopeful appreciation for my 
creative process and how I for one, and surely you, need 
to relate what we are about and how we feel. 
Regrettably, we often do so alone; perhaps with pen in 
hand we write a few brief words of poetry—reading 
same—destroy them; or, other times, in conversation 
with a friend you tell something really personal about 
yourself—knowing then or later—that you have added 
another naked snapshot of your inner-self: You may, if 
shy especially, blush, apologize for your exposure.  

 

Compelling Visions is —free thinking—free expressive—
undertaking of the inner visions that flow, here and there 
in my brain, not ruled by intellect, if so ruled then the 
images would be seriously altered. The intellect will tell  
me that these images, unfinished, as they may be 
judged, enable the ‘creative process’ to be better 
understood but they will depreciate the value of my other 
oeuvres as these are sketches and are not ‘finished.’ 
Indeed, there is substantial truth in the warning  “play it 
safe, don’t gamble on exposure!”  
 
Nevertheless, I look at these images as offering a 
‘glimpse’ of my inner-self and valuable for an 
understanding and appreciation of the visual creative 
process itself therefore I offer them, exactly as they came 
to me, free of the encumbrance of intellect. 
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I don’t want to be known as a compulsive person. 
However, there is something to be said in reply to the 
question asked, Why Compelling Visions, what is going 
on here? 
 
This is a difficult question to answer, as I haven’t been 
able to pin point exactly what I was about in this series 
done in Mexico in 1998. About 45 works on paper, mostly 
all vertical images with an image size of 7 X 4 inches. 
While all employ my Sal-Zar Medium in execution they 
are best described as drawings that are figurative 
abstract representations. One after the other they 
tumbled out…not attempting to describe someone or 
something, but compulsions to just create. A few images 
have been shown in Mexico and the USA. The Vertice 
Gallery in Guadalajara showed several in a one-person 
exhibition “La Emoción Detrás del Gusto” at Club 
Insdustriales de Jalisco, 1999. 
 
I’m happy with the simplicity in these images and hope 
they speak to you. At least Mexico speaks to you through 
me as I certainly have incorporated in these a 
resemblance of Mexican people and their ancient 
civilization. But here again we must be on guard. Octavio 
Paz remarks: “The Mexican does not want to be an 
Indian or a Spaniard. Nor does he want to be descended 
from them. And he does not affirm himself as a mixture, 
but rather as an abstraction: he is a man. He becomes 
the son of Nothingness. His beginnings are his own self”* 
Therefore I see the Series ’98 Compelling Visions as a 
distinct body-of-work. Although, “figurative” it also 

includes New Realism concepts as it uses flattened 
space and simplified color. However, I am not motivated 
entirely how things look in this work.  I am interested in 
the series as a psychic probing of my own inner-self. This 
is why the series is best called Compelling Visions. A 
snapshot of my inner-mind, and the vertical images in the 
hand crafted Mexican tin frames that I showed many of 
these in, evoke a daunting sense of my inner world. 
 

The Labyrinth of Solitude by Ocatvio Paz; © 1985 by Grove 
Press, Inc. 

 

Compelling Visions 

 
 

SAMPLE this Book’s “Words & Images” CLICK here 
CLICK here: Synopsis, Review & Order Form of Book 

 

http://www.salazargallery.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/Compelling-Visions-Excerpt-Roland-Salazar.pdf
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SAMPLE this Book’s “Words & Images” CLICK here 
CLICK here: Synopsis, Review & Order Form of Book 

Foreword 
By Lulu Torbet 

 
The ex-pats of San Miguel are a self-selected population. 
Each of us made the break from an old life in another country, 
and came here to settle in a new land. Which is to say that, in 
one way or another, we each bring with us a spirit of 
adventure. 
San Miguel’s allure is different for each person.  Some simply 

seek peace and quiet. Others want to retire in a warm and 

welcoming environment, or to live a better life within their 

means, or simply don’t want to have to work so hard to get by.  

Probably not a few are fleeing a bum rap or a bad marriage. 

Many come to this cauldron of art and culture to have the 

chance to explore long-neglected interests or talents.  And 

somehow San Miguel’s can-do attitude conspires to make it 

happen.   

But San Miguel’s real magic lies in the subtle ways its energy 

seeps unbidden into our cells and souls, comforting and 

changing us.  Having lived here four years now, I share the 

sentiments of a friend who remarked that here in San Miguel 

he suffers from “chronic exuberance.”   

Most of us find much more than we bargained for here—close 

friendships, a spirit of celebration, vividly colorful fiestas, an 

activist community, plenty to do and see, even a good latte. 

We come to appreciate the warm, patient, fun-loving people 

and their innate spirit of celebration. We are moved by the 

high-desert landscape etched against piercing blue skies, the 

astonishing variety of cactus, birds, and butterflies, the hot 

springs and mountain vistas. We come to appreciate the rich 

history and geography of Mexico, and the unique flavor of this 

historic colonial town. We even slow down in traffic, and take 

time to watch the sunset. And did I mention just plain ol’ 

everyday fun and pleasure? For all its quirks and faults, 

treacherous cobblestones and bureaucratic nonsense, we are 

quite happy to be here. Viva San Miguel! 

San Miguel de Allende: A Magical Place is Roland Salazar 

Rose’s personal tribute to San Miguel, in words and in pictures. 

http://www.salazargallery.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/San-Miguel-Excerpt-Roland-Salazar.pdf
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Me Encanta San Miguel 
By Bill Pearlman 

 

Me encanta San Miguel, or ‘San Miguel is an enchanting 
place,’ has been with the atmosphere here since I first 
arrived ten years ago. The place itself has become my 
home and the many dimensions of its magic have 
always been foremost in my embracing of the place. It is 
a lovely old colonial town; it is one of the great ex-pat  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
centers in the world; it is home to many good artists and 
writers, and its Biblioteca is a hub for a whole variety of 
cultural life.  
 
One of my first great loves here was watching the 
white-faced Ibis cross the skies from the Charco del 
Ingenio down to the Presa (the lake) at sunset. I wrote 
this early in my time here: 
 

The Birds: White-Faced Ibis  
San Miguel at Sunset               

What if these formations of birds                                                         
Involve flying somewhere to dream 
& back again, outward 
Across the skyscape 
Into the sunset 
How did it happen? 
So many so close 
Attuned to such strange 
Configurations of desire 

 White-faced Ibis:Plegadis chihi

http://roughroadreview.com/blogs/blog1.php?disp=comments
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TERMS OF AGREEMENT 
Ramblin/rose publications e-artbooks Format 
 

Our e-artbooks are currently only available in Adobe PDF Adobe Reader format. You can download Adobe Reader for free from 

http://www.adobe.com/reader. Ramblin/rose publications e-artbooks are not compatible with PDAs. 

 

Buying and Downloading an e-artbook 
 

Either purchase, the Read Only edition or the e-artbook(s) Read and Print book from the PayPal shopping cart. Your e-artbook(s) will show in 

PayPal; it will enable payment. The download is sent to you once the Payloadz servers verify the payment has been completed with the PayPal 

servers. Your special download link is presented to you after you complete payment at PayPal and is also sent to the email address you used during 

checkout. You can also use PayloadZ’s  “Order Lookup System” to retrieve your download.  

 
Ramblin/rose publications e-artbooks and Licensing 
 

When you buy an e-artbook(s) from ramblin/rose publications, completing your purchase means you accept the terms of our licence agreement. 

Please read the full text of the agreement. In it we have tried to balance the need for the e-artbook(s) to be usable for you the reader with our needs 

to protect the rights of us as publishers and of our authors. READ FULL LICENSE AGREEMENT                            

In summary, the agreement says: 

You may make copies of your e-artbook(s) for your own use onto any machine  

You may not pass copies of the e-artbook(s) on to anyone else. 

See our Privacy Policy

                                                                             
                                                                               

NEXT PAGE TO ORDER BOOKS                                                 
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http://www.salazargallery.com/enduser.html


E-art Book (Terms of Agreement Page 20) 

If Only: Review 
 

“Ironically, this splendid marriage of image and word 
sprung out of the need to confront the end of a marriage. 
This is what artists do with sorrow and loss: they create 
beauty and meaning. Salazar's paintings are stirring and 
original. Pearlman's verses are the perfect complements 
to the images. Pearlman the poet captures some small 
suggestion in each of Salazar's richly painted pictures 
and develops it into a succinct, musical quatrain that 
somehow evokes the feeling of the picture and yet still 
allows the viewer his or her own experience. By 
themselves, the pieces work well, but together the 
images and poems create a moving testament of the 
power of love to move beyond heartbreak into something 
grander than it ever was.” 
 
Pat MacEnulty PhD, Author of Time to Say Goodbye 

 

“Beautiful! Viva Salazar!!” Chip Taylor Communications  has 

produced two documentaries featuring this exceptional artist: 

Salazar: a biography in English & Spanish & Salazar’s “Four 

Seasons of the Master Myth.” (DVD/VCR Artists of Vision Series) 

http://www.chiptaylor.com/ 
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If Only: Order Here 
ISBN 978-0-9818627-0-5 

16 full page images by Salazar and 16 
quatrains by Bill Pearlman available for 
framing in the print version. Comments by 
the authors included. 

In Read Only version Price is $4.99   

 Read and Print version Price is $14.95 

 

 

  

 

 

 
 

RETAIL ART BOOKS ARE $32.95 & UP 
Read on-line $4.99 or Read & Print $14.95 
Save: up to $23 on every book you order 

Purchase three (3) books & you get one additional e-art 

book free; purchase five (5) e-art books and the 

publisher sends you a full color, author/artist signed, 

limited edition copy of one of the books you already 

purchased. You do not have to order three or five at the 

same time; offer applies as long as book is in print and 

you are the original purchaser of the books. 

                              Ramblin/rose publications Offer 2009 

http://www.payloadz.com/go/sip?id=467312
http://www.payloadz.com/go/sip?id=1157463
JoRgE
Go Back to book description
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E-art Book (Terms of Agreement Page 20) 

 

Mexican Vibrations: Vibraciones Méxicans 
 

The images, while heralding the Mexican landscape, 

nevertheless do not single it out. Instead the Mexican 

Vibrations series are a totally new way to examine Mexico, the 

land and its people, recognizing how difficult it is to place a 

positive perspective artistically on a churning Mexican 

landscape. It is as Carlos Fuentes said in is Introduction to the 

photography journal, Mexico: A Higher Vision: “Everything 

in Mexico vibrates simultaneously, perhaps because the clouds 

constantly soften the harshness of the imperious Mexican 

elements, so none truly triumphs over the other.” 

 
Master painter Salazar has acquired a distinctive style and vibrant coloring 
probably influenced by the magical light that envelop his San Miguel home in 
central Mexico. His landscapes transmit the geographical beauty of this 
area, as well as the myriad of faces portrayed as if these were 
commissioned portraits of imaginary people. His technique is unique The 
magnificent end result: a rich work of art. 
Guillermo Zajarias W. CEO, Aura Galerias. Mexico D.F.  
 
La obra de Roland Salazar Rose, nos impacta por Ia emoción que despierta 
en nosotros. Heredero del Expresionismo Austriaco (Oscar Kokoshka, Egon 
Schiele,) así como el Grupo Cobra (Karel Appel…).. Sus personajes y sus 
paisajes evocan fantasías gestuales pletóricas de color que de alguna 
manera nos muiestran lo vigente de ésta corriente plástica. En Maestro 
Salazar, la forma se transforma en la esencia del color y el gesto 
comunicándonos una nueva visión, una nueva de nuestros paisajes y 
magueyales. 
Luis Garcia Jasso, CEO, Galeria Vértice, Guadalajara, ]alisco, Mexico, 
2005 

  

 

 

 
Mexican Vibrations: 
 Vibraciones Méxicans: Order Here 
 

ISBN 978-0-9818627-1-3 
 

29 full pages in color with text and poems by 
the author/artist Salazar. 
 

Read Only version Price is $4.99  
 

Read & Print version Price $14.95  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RETAIL ART BOOKS ARE $32.95 & UP 
Read on-line $4.99 or Read & Print $14.95 
Save: up to $23 on every book you order 

Purchase three (3) books & you get one additional e-art 

book free; purchase five (5) e-art books and the 

publisher sends you a full color, author/artist signed, 

limited edition copy of one of the books you already 

purchased. You do not have to order three or five at the 

same time; offer applies as long as book is in print and 

you are the original purchaser of the books. 

                              Ramblin/rose publications Offer 2009 

 

http://www.payloadz.com/go/sip?id=1157469
http://www.payloadz.com/go/sip?id=470390
JoRgE
Go Back to book description
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E-art Book (Terms of Agreement Page 20) 

 

Twenty: A Magical Number 

This book presents two painting series by Salazar: 
Tonalpohalli: The Count of Fate and Convergence: 2002. 
Twenty is a magical number in Mexico, as is seven, thirteen 
and fifty-two. They relate to a system of distinct calendars and 
almanacs used during the Maya civilization in pre-Columbian 
Mesoamerica. The calendar did not originate with the Maya. In 
the Náhuatl language twenty is the number of fingers and toes 
on a human being and is descriptive of a whole person. 
Náhuatl is still very much a living language in Mexico. 

Mexico atrae, endulza y deriva visiones tan frescas como magnéticas. Sus 
paisajes múltiples, sus seductores personajes, sus ciudades enmarañadas y 
su cultura en hiesta sacuden sensibilidades con fuego que nose retrae 
jamás. Aquí en estas latitudes su empeños plásticos, tienen verdad de 
poesia, y erudición de investigador solitario. Maestro Salazar ha creado ese 
credo de singular es versículos y ha una posición pnivilegiada. 
Federico Ramos Sánchez; Dir. Museo Casa Diego Rivera, GTO, MX 

Salazar’s paintings reflect the underlying energy of the Mexican psyche. 
There is strong abstraction in the Mexican Vibrations Revisited series; bold 
color applied, removed and drawn through represents form and figure that 
can only be defined as archetypal. The Compelling Visions series leave this 
viewer stunned by the powerful forms and unusual visages, engaging, not 
repelling. The paintings in Strange Attractors seem to juxtapose form in the 
night or images that might present themselves on isolated walks in the 
country. Dark colors mixed with bright colors and scratched through drawing 
make viewing these images a powerful and awakening experience.  

John Latham Knapp, curator, painter sculptor, instructor at Boston 

College, New England College & Manchester Institute. 
 

 

 

Twenty: A Magical Number: Order Here 
ISBN 978-0-9818627-2-1 

44 pages, 40 images in full color with text: 
“Tonalpohalli: The Count of Fate & Convergence 
2002”.  
 

Read Only version Price is $4.99  
 

Read & Print version Price is $14.95  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RETAIL ART BOOKS ARE $32.95 & UP 
Read on-line $4.99 or Read & Print $14.95 
Save: up to $23 on every book you order 

Purchase three (3) books & you get one additional e-art 

book free; purchase five (5) e-art books and the 

publisher sends you a full color, author/artist signed, 

limited edition copy of one of the books you already 

purchased. You do not have to order three or five at the 

same time; offer applies as long as book is in print and 

you are the original purchaser of the books. 

                              Ramblin/rose publications Offer 2009 

 

http://www.payloadz.com/go/sip?id=1157471
http://www.payloadz.com/go/sip?id=484434
JoRgE
Go Back to book description
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E-art Book (Terms of Agreement Page 20) 

Mexican Secrets 

Mexican Secrets is that it? Simply divulge what you are 
about in words and images sir, walk away from the pit 
you have dug for yourself in life? No, I think, not! For if 
you must carry secrets as baggage in your journey down 
life's pathway you must recognize as well that it isn't easy 
to toss the secrets aside walk away just as it is equally 
difficult to schlep them forward. It appears impossible to 
rid yourself of the meaning you have placed on them 
indeed, stamped on them they continue to ensnare you: 
another burdensome self-inflicted piece of baggage. As 
life is for living, you may in fact bridle your thirst for it by 
first tasting the bitterness it possesses. No matter what 
means of action you take, you live with the past secrets 
in the here and now. You must shoulder them and bear 
on.  Roland Salazar Rose 
 
Collaboration can become a kind of investigation of the 
emotional possibilities between the two forms. The 
brevity of the quatrains and the electricity of the small but 
potent images make up a sort of force field where the two 
forms are replenishing each other, as in good 
conversation, or between bass and piano in a jazz duet.  

As Robert Creeley says regarding his own collaborations 
with painters, the response to image is not necessarily 
about conscious understanding, but of 'picking up the 
vibes' that the image generates. As in all potent art, the 

unconscious enters in, and we get an intuitive play that 
perhaps startles or gathers responsive momentum or a 
dance between the two forms. There is a mystery 
involved that partakes of light and sound, image and 
response, rhythm and joy, word and visual idea. 
Bill Pearlman 

Mexican Secrets: Order Here 

 ISBN 978-0-9818627-3-6 

38 pages, 24 images in full color with text: 
“Estrangement & Once Again Alone.” Poems by Bill 
Pearlman, Content for Adults:  

Read & Print version Price is $14.95  

 

 

E-art Book: Aztec Deities 
ISBN 978-0-9818627-4-8 

 

 

RETAIL ART BOOKS ARE $32.95 & UP 
Read on-line $4.99 or Read & Print $14.95 
Save: up to $23 on every book you order 

Purchase three (3) books & you get one additional e-art book free; 

purchase five (5) e-art books and the publisher sends you a full 

color, author/artist signed, limited edition copy of one of the books 

you already purchased. You do not have to order three or five at the 

same time; offer applies as long as book is in print and you are the 

original purchaser of the books. 

                              Ramblin/rose publications Offer 2009 

http://www.payloadz.com/go/sip?id=505512
JoRgE
Go Back to book description
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Why did I do the Aztec Deities Series when obviously I 
could never present a true appreciation of the majesty of 
this time in history? I didn’t research the mythology on 
the God Tonatiuh, which translates as “He Who Makes 
the Day” and use this as a basis for the painting. I let my 
imagination take hold and this guided me to represent the 
gods.  

Clearly this work represents a “gringo” contemporary 
artist’s understanding and view of a period in history 
when gods & goddesses abounded and when a vast 
military and civil society was destroyed for ‘conquest: for 
gold’ and in the name of church and state. 

As for me, I did not seek out the gods and goddess; they came 

to me! 

 

 “Beautiful! Viva Salazar!!” Chip Taylor Communications has 

produced two documentaries featuring this exceptional artist: 

Salazar: a biography in English & Spanish & Salazar’s “Four 

Seasons of the Master Myth.” (DVD/VCR Artists of Vision Series) 

 http://www.chiptaylor.com/  

Salazar’s paintings reflect the underlying energy of the 

Mexican psyche. There is strong abstraction in the Mexican 

Vibrations Revisited series; bold color applied, removed and 

drawn through represents form and figure that can only be 

defined as archetypal. The Compelling Visions series leave this 

viewer stunned by the powerful forms and unusual visages, 

engaging, not repelling. The paintings in Strange Attractors 

seem to juxtapose form in the night or images that might 

present themselves on isolated walks in the country. Dark 

colors mixed with bright colors and scratched through drawing 

make viewing these images a powerful and awakening 

experience.  

John Latham Knapp, curator, painter sculptor, instructor at Boston 
College, New England College & Manchester Institute. 

Aztec Deities: Order Here 
ISBN 978-098627-4-8 

Read Only version Price is $4.99  
Read & Print version Price is $14.95 

 
(Terms of Agreement Page 20) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

RETAIL ART BOOKS ARE $32.95 & UP 
Read on-line $4.99 or Read & Print $14.95 
Save: up to $23 on every book you order 

Purchase three (3) books & you get one additional e-art 

book free; purchase five (5) e-art books and the 

publisher sends you a full color, author/artist signed, 

limited edition copy of one of the books you already 

purchased. You do not have to order three or five at the 

same time; offer applies as long as book is in print and 

you are the original purchaser of the book 

                              Ramblin/rose publications 
Offer 2009 

http://www.payloadz.com/go/sip?id=551732
http://www.payloadz.com/go/sip?id=1157476
JoRgE
Go Back to book description
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E-art Book (Terms of Agreement Page 20) 

The Chaos Trilogy 

ISBN 978-0-9818627-5-6 

 
“Once in a long decade or two, an artist emerges with 

something to say which we need to hear at this very moment. 

He speaks to our grappling for understanding of the world; he 

nudges our emotions and awakens the ability to question, to 

seek the great "aha" in the midst of whirling confusion. Roland 

Salazar Rose is such an artist: he has become a soul painter. 

 

”In his latest book, "The Chaos Trilogy," he presents three 

series of his paintings whose themes have emerged from, and 

relate to Chaos Theory as defined by Edward N. Lorenz, whom 

Rose quotes: "A butterfly, flapping its wings in Hong Kong, 

may change the tornado pattern in Texas." Maestro Salazar’s 

works cause us to see with microscopic precision, but also 

through the scopes of satellites. He combines all of his many 

resources in this series. He describes in his dead-on observant 

prose not only the theoretical foundations of this collective 

work, but also the methods and materials, which relate directly 

to the subject matter. One has hardly encountered such an 

integrated body of work—the “themes” relate to the 

compositions and subjects; the materials themselves relate to 

the very heart of Mexico and her environmental health and ills. 

“Our world is rendered; it is described; it is revealed in 
ways, which one cannot speak of. The wings of Salazar’s  

 

 

 

butterfly strokes change the tornado patterns of our 
souls. This is art at its peak of mastery.”   

Review by: Cheri Long - is a freelance writer and book editor whose 
articles and poems have been published in many magazines, 
newspapers and online. Her editorial clients are published widely, 
including the New York Times and the London Times Literary 
Supplement. 

The Chaos Trilogy: Order Here 

Read & Print version Price is $14.95 

 
 
 
 
 
 

RETAIL ART BOOKS ARE $32.95 & UP 
Read on-line $4.99 or Read & Print $14.95 
Save: up to $23 on every book you order 

Purchase three (3) books & you get one additional e-art 

book free; purchase five (5) e-art books and the 

publisher sends you a full color, author/artist signed, 

limited edition copy of one of the books you already 

purchased. You do not have to order three or five at the 

same time; offer applies as long as book is in print and 

you are the original purchaser of the book 

                              Ramblin/rose publications  

http://www.payloadz.com/go/sip?id=596408
JoRgE
Go Back to book description
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E-art Book (Terms of Agreement Page 20) 

Chapapote: A Méxican Elixir 
 

ISBN 978-0-9818627-6-4 

I think I have exposed what attributes chapapote has as 
a painting medium on paper and hardboard and 
displayed some suitable examples in this book. I am now 
considering ‘moving on.’ It has been fun and a challenge 
to engage with a material that seemed to have no artistic 
value whatsoever. In fact, most artists cringe when I say I 
am using tar in my paintings. That is not to say that there 
has never been anyone who hasn’t employed tar as a 
medium.  

The difference is that my formula for chapapote does not 
appear as “black sticky looking tar.” In fact, I contend that 
the appearance is not black: not the black of charcoal or 
black oil paint.  If you place my chapapote paintings 
alongside a sample of black, as on the painting chart, 
you immediately see that it is not black! It leans more to 
a deep chocolate brown. I add paints to the natural 
chapapote as I mix it also as I apply it as I paint. It is 
changed from its natural color altered by the admixture of 
paint and enhanced by my Sal-Zar Medium. 

Anyway, it doesn’t matter at all! What I have done is take 
a natural element found in Mexico and use it as a 
medium in my art. I don’t believe that I need go on any 
more than say that it has served me well; it is certainly a 
‘signature’ medium and makes my art with chapapote 
unique and collectible. If I go on further in my paintings 
with chapapote it will be to continue to call attention to it 
as a petrochemical and to our addiction to oil and the 
tragedy of the addiction and how it contributes to 
worldwide pollution: a threat to life on ‘spaceship earth.’ 

Roland Salazar Rose 

Chapapote: A Méxican Elixir Order Here 

Read Only version Price is $4.99  

Read & Print version Price is $14.95 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

RETAIL ART BOOKS ARE $32.95 & UP 
Read on-line $4.99 or Read & Print $14.95 
Save: up to $23 on every book you order 

Purchase three (3) books & you get one additional e-art 

book free; purchase five (5) e-art books and the 

publisher sends you a full color, author/artist signed, 

limited edition copy of one of the books you already 

purchased. You do not have to order three or five at the 

same time; offer applies as long as book is in print and 
you are the original purchaser of the books. 

                              Ramblin/rose publications Offer 2009 

http://www.payloadz.com/go/sip?id=894167
http://www.payloadz.com/go/sip?id=1157477
JoRgE
Go Back to book description
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E-art Book (Terms of Agreement Page 20) 

 

Compelling Visions 
 
I’m happy with the simplicity in these images and hope 
they speak to you. At least Mexico speaks to you through 
me as I certainly have incorporated in these a 
resemblance of Mexican people and their ancient 
civilization. But here again we must be on guard. Octavio 
Paz remarks: “The Mexican does not want to be an 
Indian or a Spaniard. Nor does he want to be descended 
from them. And he does not affirm himself as a mixture, 
but rather as an abstraction: he is a man. He becomes 
the son of Nothingness. His beginnings are his own self”* 
Therefore I see the Series ’98 Compelling Visions as a 
distinct body-of-work. Although, “figurative” it also 
includes New Realism concepts as it uses flattened 
space and simplified color. However, I am not motivated 
entirely how things look in this work.  I am interested in 
the series as a psychic probing of my own inner-self. This 
is why the series is best called Compelling Visions. A 
snapshot of my inner-mind, and the vertical images in the 
hand crafted Mexican tin frames that I showed many of 
these in, evoke a daunting sense of my inner world. 
 
Salazar, 2009 Mexico 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Compelling Visions: Order Here 
ISBN 978-0-9818627-7-2 

 
 

Read Only version Price is $4.99  
 

Read & Print version Price is $14.95 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

RETAIL ART BOOKS ARE $32.95 & UP 
Read on-line $4.99 or Read & Print $14.95 
Save: up to $23 on every book you order 

Purchase three (3) books & you get one additional e-art 

book free; purchase five (5) e-art books and the 

publisher sends you a full color, author/artist signed, 

limited edition copy of one of the books you already 

purchased. You do not have to order three or five at the 

same time; offer applies as long as book is in print and 

you are the original purchaser of the book 

                              Ramblin/rose publications 
Offer 2009 

http://www.payloadz.com/go/sip/?id=1168847
http://www.payloadz.com/go/sip/?id=1169471
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E-art Book (Terms of Agreement Page 20) 

San Miguel de Allende: 
A Magical Place 
 
The ex-pats of San Miguel are a self-selected population. 
Each of us made the break from an old life in another country, 
and came here to settle in a new land. Which is to say that, in 
one way or another, we each bring with us a spirit of 
adventure. 
San Miguel’s allure is different for each person.  Some simply 

seek peace and quiet. Others want to retire in a warm and 

welcoming environment, or to live a better life within their 

means, or simply don’t want to have to work so hard to get by.  

Probably not a few are fleeing a bum rap or a bad marriage. 

Many come to this cauldron of art and culture to have the 

chance to explore long-neglected interests or talents.  And 

somehow San Miguel’s can-do attitude conspires to make it 

happen.   

But San Miguel’s real magic lies in the subtle ways its energy 

seeps unbidden into our cells and souls, comforting and 

changing us.  Having lived here four years now, I share the 

sentiments of a friend who remarked that here in San Miguel 

he suffers from “chronic exuberance.”   

Foreword by Lulu Torbet 
 

 

 

 
San Miguel de Allende: A Magical Place: 
Order Here 
ISBN 978-0-9818627-8-0 

 

Read Only version Price is $4.99  
 
Read & Print version Price is $14.95 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RETAIL ART BOOKS ARE $32.95 & UP 
Read on-line $4.99 or Read & Print $14.95 
Save: up to $23 on every book you order 

Purchase three (3) books & you get one additional e-art 

book free; purchase five (5) e-art books and the 

publisher sends you a full color, author/artist signed, 

limited edition copy of one of the books you already 

purchased. You do not have to order three or five at the 

same time; offer applies as long as book is in print and 

you are the original purchaser of the book 

                              Ramblin/rose publications 
Offer 2009 

Roland Salazar
Nota adhesiva
Coming Soon. This book will be published in Dec or Jan.Thank you,ramblinrose/publications
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I need your help and your comment on this electronic art book. I am a visual artist by choice and dedication and I have 

chosen to use "words & images" to inform the public on my life in art. This book, and the series it is part of: “Mexican 

Years: 1989-2009" displays in "words & images" my paintings in Mexico, mostly done in series! I am asking you to make 

a comment on the e-art book you have read so as to help me understand how the reader receives it! In order to do so: go to 

the LINK to my mailbox where you can make a comment (any length, name the book you read) OR, you can simply 

choose to select as a review comment: 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5. Where 5 represent excellent and 1 represent poor or unacceptable!  

Your privacy is respected! 

E-mail: myfathersroom@yahoo.com 

 

 

For exhibition and sales of Salazar’s 
Mexican paintings see Guillermo 
(William) Zayarias at Aura Galerias, 
Mexico, D.F. E-mail aurgal@mac.com  
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Afterword 
 
As a visual artist I face the well-known problem both of how to get to show my art in proper venues and also how to 
communicate my creative concerns. I have enjoyed some success in showing my work, but nothing like that of many 
contemporaries. I write about my work, which largely created in series, and afterward I display the images alongside the 
written material on my Website: www.salazargallery.com  
 
I recently found another way to show my art and to communicate the stories behind the images: I am publishing my work 
as E-art books (electronic books). Far from a new concept, electronic publishing is an increasingly an important medium in 
which books may be transmitted and read. Art books are notoriously difficult to get published, and even if one self 
publishes, the cost and problems of marketing become far more difficult than other POD books.  
 
My new way of communicating is certainly no ‘breakthrough’ in publishing. It is merely one way the ‘little’ folks in the 
market place may attempt to reach an audience. It would be nice if it were successful and economically rewarding! But as 
with the process of creating artistic images, the joy is in the mere doing, rather than in their marketing.   
 
 
Roland Salazar Rose, México 2009 
 
 
 

mailto:myfathersroom@yahoo.com
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Praise for the Artist Salazar
 
Mexico atrae, endulza y deriva visiones tan frescas como magnéticas. Sus 
paisajes múltiples, sus seductores personajes, sus ciudades enmarañadas y 
su cultura en hiesta sacuden sensibilidades con fuego que nose retrae 
jamás. Aquí en estas latitudes su empeños plásticos, tienen verdad de 
poesia, y erudición de investigador solitario. Maestro Salazar ha creado ese 
credo de singular es versículos y ha una posición pnivilegiada. 
Federico Ramos Sánchez; Dir. Museo Casa Diego Rivera, GTO, MX 
 
La obra de Roland Salazar Rose, nos impacta por Ia emoción que despierta 
en nosotros. Heredero del Expresionismo Austriaco (Oscar Kokoshka, Egon 
Schiele,) así como el Grupo Cobra (Karel Appel…).. Sus personajes y sus 
paisajes evocan fantasías gestuales pletóricas de color que de alguna 
manera nos muiestran lo vigente de ésta corriente plástica. En Maestro 
Salazar, la forma se transforma en la esencia del color y el gesto 
comunicándonos una nueva visión, una nueva de nuestros paisajes y 
magueyales. 
Luis Garcia Jasso, CEO, Galeria Vértice, Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico, 
2005 
 
Master painter Salazar has acquired a distinctive style and vibrant coloring 
probably influenced by the magical light that envelop his San Miguel home in 
central Mexico. His landscapes transmit the geographical beauty of this 
area, as well as the myriad of faces portrayed as if these were 
commissioned portraits of imaginary people. His technique is unique The 
magnificent end result: a rich work of art. 
Guillermo Zajarias W. CEO, Aura Galerias. Mexico D.F.  
 
Salazar’s paintings reflect the underlying energy of the Mexican psyche. 
There is strong abstraction in the Mexican Vibrations Revisited series; bold 
color applied, removed and drawn through represents form and figure that 
can only be defined as archetypal. The Compelling Visions series leave this 
viewer stunned by the powerful forms and unusual visages, engaging, not 
repelling. The paintings in Strange Attractors seem to juxtapose form in the 
night or images that might present themselves on isolated walks in the 
country. Dark colors mixed with bright colors and scratched through drawing 
make viewing these images a powerful and awakening experience.  

John Latham Knapp, curator, painter sculptor, instructor at Boston 

College, New England College & Manchester Institute. 
 

 
In the collaboration of image & poem in the book If Only with Bill Pearlman, 
Salazar's paintings are stirring and original. Pearlman's verses are the 
perfect complements to the images. Pearlman the poet captures some small 
suggestion in each of Salazar's richly painted pictures and develops it into a 
succinct, musical quatrain that somehow evokes the feeling of the picture 
and yet still allows the viewer his or her own experience. 
Pat MacEnulty, PhD; author of Time to Say Goodbye 
 
“Beautiful! Viva Salazar!!” Chip Taylor Communications has produced two 
documentaries featuring this exceptional artist: Salazar: a biography in 
English & Spanish & Salazar’s “Four Seasons of the Master Myth.” 
(DVD/VCR Artists of Vision Series) 
 Chip Taylor, President; www. Chiptaylor. com 
 
Chaos Trilogy, presents three series of his paintings whose themes have 
emerged from, and relate to “Chaos Theory” as defined by Edward N. 
Lorenz, whom Rose quotes:  “A butterfly, flapping its wings in Hong Kong, 
may change the tornado pattern in Texas.” Maestro Salazar’s works cause 
us to see with microscopic precision, but also through the scopes of 
satellites. He combines all of his many resources in this series. The wings of 
Rose’s butterfly strokes change the tornado patterns of our souls. 
Cheri Long is a freelance writer and book editor. Her editorial clients 
are published widely, including New York Times, & the London Times 
Literary Supplement. 

 

 Roland Salazar Rose 

 

http://www.salazargallery.com/About.html
http://www.auragalerias.com
http://www.verticegaleria.com/
http://www.chiptaylor.com/srmn0689.html



